Active role for the vasculature in the delivery of insulin to skeletal muscle.
1. In the 80+ years since insulin's discovery, an enormous amount of literature has accumulated relating to its actions on body fat, glucose and protein metabolism. In particular, skeletal muscle has been extensively studied because of its major role as a site of insulin-mediated glucose disposal. Liver and adipose tissue are two other extensively studied sites of insulin action. Much less investigation has been directed towards delineating insulin's actions on cells other than myocytes, adipocytes and hepatocytes. 2. Over the past 5-10 years it has become increasingly evident that insulin exerts important actions on vascular cells. Here, we review evidence that insulin's action within muscle may be very much regulated by its ability to transit the vasculature to access the interstitial fluid (and hence the myocyte insulin receptor). Surprisingly little is known regarding the regulation of vascular events that first bring insulin to the capillary endothelium within muscle, whence presumably it transits from the vascular to the interstitial space. Recent studies suggest that insulin can increase blood flow and also influence the distribution of blood flow within skeletal muscle, potentially therefore regulating its own delivery to the capillary endothelium. Beyond insulin's ability to access the vascular lumen within skeletal muscle microvasculature lies the issue of its passing the endothelial barrier. Even less is known about the processes involved in insulin's actual transit across the endothelium. Available data do not clearly indicate whether this is a saturable, receptor-mediated process or a passive-diffusion pathway. Also, whether insulin in any manner regulates its own transit across the endothelium or its clearance via the lymphatic system is entirely unknown. 3. The aim of the present review is to identify areas where knowledge is deficient and highlight hypotheses which may lead to a better understanding of the coordinated relationship between insulin's vascular actions within muscle and its metabolic actions in that tissue. Even so, there is now sufficient evidence to indicate that insulin's vascular action within skeletal muscle is a major regulatory locus for its insulin mediated glucose disposal.